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That yellow’s belted decibels ebullient sunlight broadcasts into the 

open air. 
 
  :: 
 
The kekking of the Caspian terns drawn 
along in a strong north wind 
portends 
crisis; or, 
the earth revolving. 
Great throbs of the lake 
churned slate into a milk 
of late summer. In a dream 
you receive a stack of packages and letters 
from everyone important to you. 
 
The Sun is a great brass undulum. 
A chicken mushroom fruiting from a fallen log 
flumes ludicrous orange. 
What tenets does this work endure? 
What looking weaves with the wind-drawn waters 
the pattern you can live by 
as the intensities of age set in? 
 
  :: 
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Midewin 
 
The wind’s river the grasses hiss at. 
Dickcissal. 
Monarchs. 
Wild bergamot’s crushed blue Kleenex. 
Blue 
jays’ 
loose 
jeers. 
Lurid velvet of the red-headed woodpecker’s 
strobing 
flash. 
 
  :: 
 
Septembrine sheet of light cloudhang gauzes. 
 

  



in the oven of an iron fire 
 
 
i. the alchemist of sadness 
 
flares on you his solar ardor 
then shrouds the world in grief nature gathers. 
Utters first to one, sorceries, sepulchers. 
And to another, pyromancies, life itself! 
 
Midas truly was the saddest alchemist. Even 
Mercury’s most retrograde slide— 
in motion forward so rapid it looks to be moving 
backward—merely flashes light on the occult throne of the 

goldbringer. 
 
For you, I would change iron into gold. 
For you, I would draw paradise from an inferno. 
In the gauze of the clouds I gaze 
 
on that silvered cadaver, 
and on the shores of some new heaven 
I build up epochal mausoleums, great shrines of noon and fog. 
 
ii. the alchemist of bliss 
 
quaffs draughts of antelope marrow, 
nibbles the summits of reindeer antlers, consists 
with effervescent euphoria Homer’s 
sanctum of jubilant clashing 
expands into 
 
like wilderness bewildered. 
Like long-lain vegetable mould regenerated. 
Like Ptolemaic spheres in astromantic ruin. 
A great azure glass of catastrophic ash plumes ten- 
thousand feet high; skins of cedar 
are warmed by bright thin sun. 
 
What culture we reach for 
recedes into a seed of self 
you have stored in a millennial ark thrusts of brutal weather 

lavishly wrack. 
 

after Baudelaire 
 


